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Quodlibet One, Question 3
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Then two things were asked about angels. First, whether an angel
depends on corporeal place according to its essence, whether it is
in a corporeal place only according to its operation. Second, with
respect to the motion of an angel, whether it can be moved from one
end to the other without [being moved through] the middle.
Article 4 : Whether an angel is in a place
through [its) operation alone.
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We proceed to the first point as follows: (1) It seems that an

angel is not in a place according to its operation alone. For being
is
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prior

to operating .

Therefore,

being in a place is prior

operating in a place . But the posterior is not the cause
prior. Therefore to operate in a place is not the cause
angel is in a place.
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(2) Moreover, two angels can operate in one place. If therefore an angel were in a place only through [its] operation, it
would follow that several ange l s would be together in one place,
which is held to be impossible.
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But on the contrary: The more noble does not depend on the
more ignoble. But the essence of an angel is more noble than a
corporeal place . Therefore, it does not depend on a corporeal
place.
1 reply: It is to be said that how an angel exists in a place
can be viewed from the way in which a body exists in a place . For a
body is an a place by touching the place. Now a body's touch occurs
through dimensive quantity, which is not found in an angel since it
is incorporeal. Rather its place is a virtual quantity in it.
Therefore, just as a body is in a place through the touch of
dimens i ve quantity, so an angel is in a place through the touch of
power. But if someone wants to call the touch of power an "operation " , because of the fact that to operate is the pr oper effect of
a power, [then] it may be said that an angel is in a place through
[its] operation - yet in such a way that by 'operation' not only is
motion understood but any unifying (unitio) by which it unites
itself to a body by its own power by presiding over it , containing
it, or in whatever other way .
To the first [objection] therefore it is ~ ~ said that
nothing prevents something from being absolutely prior that is not
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prior with respect to (a certain) "this". For instance, a subject
body is prior to a surface absolutel y, but not with respect t o th e
fact that it is co l ored. And likewise body is absolutely prior to
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touch. Nevertheless (a body] exists in a place through the touch of
dimensive quantity. And likewise an ange l [is in a place) through
the touch of power.
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To the second
is moved perfectly
moved immediate ly
reasoning is valid
favor of it.

[objection) it is to be said that if

something

by one mover, it is not consistent t hat it be
by another [mover] simultaneously. Hence the

more in opposition to this [objection] th an

in

Article 5: Whether an ange l can be moved from one extreme
the other without traversing the middle .
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We proceed to the second point as follows: (1) It seems that
an a nge l cannot be moved from one extreme to th e other unless it
traverse the midd l e. For everything that is moved, is in a state of
being moved before it is in a state of having been moved, as is
proved in Physics VI. But if an angel is moved from one extreme to
the other , for instance from a to b, (then) when it is at b it is
in a s tat e of having been moved. Therefore, it was in a state of
being moved before. But not when it was at a. becaus e then it was
not yet moved. Therefore, when it i s at £ ,-whi c h is in the middle
bet ween a and b. And so it has to traverse the middle .
(2) Moreover, if an angel is moved from a to b without its
tr aversing the middle, it will have to be cor rupted in a, and be
created again in b. But this is impossible, because then it would
not be the same an gel . Therefore, it has t o traverse the middle.
But to the contrary : Everything that trave r ses a middle has to
traverse (a distance] equal to or less than itself before (it
tr a~erses a distance] greater (than itself],
as is said in Physics
VI,
and as is apparent to sensation. But there can be no space
smaller than an angel, which is indivisible . Therefore, it must
tr ave r se an equa l [distance). which is an indivisible and poi nt1. Text. com. 8.
2 . Text. com. 89.
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like ( punctuali s) place. But there are an infinite [ number ] of
points between any two boundaries of mo t ion. I f therefore it were
necessary that an angel in its mo ti on traverse th e middle, it would
have t o traverse an infinite (numbe r of point s], wh ich is impossi ble.
I r ep l y: It is t o be said that an angel, if it wi she s, can be
moved from one e xtreme to the other without traversing the middle.
And if it wishes, it can traverse all the middl e [regions]. The
r e a son for thi s is bec ause a body is in a place as containe d by it .
And th erefore in moving it ha s to follow the condition of [itsl
place, so that namely it trave rs es the middle [regions l before it
arrives at th e e xtreme of the place. But s in ce an angel i s in a
plac e by th e touch of power, it i~ not put under a place as containe d by it. Ra t her it contains th e place, (and] is dominant
(supereminens) in the place by its power . Hence it does no t have
the necessity of following the conditions of place in its motion.
Rat he r th e fac t that it applies it se lf by the touch of power to
this place and that - and, if it wi shes, with out the middle - i s
subo rdinate to its wi l l, just as the intellect t oo can be ap plied
to und e r standing one ex treme - for in s t ance , t o white - and after wards to bla ck , indifferently ei the r t hi nking or no t thinking about
t he intermediary colo r s, although a body [th at is] subjecte d t o
color cannot be move d from white t o black except through the mi ddle .
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To the f irst [objec ti on ] the r efor e, it is to be sa id that the
statemen t of the Philosophe r and i t s proof have th e ir place in
continuous motion. But the motion of an ange l does not have to be
con tinuous . Rather the succession of the aforesaid applications is
itself ca ll e d it s motion, just as also th e succession of th oughts
or affec ti ons is called the " motion " of a sp iritual c reature,
acco rding to Augustine in hi s literal commen tar y on Ge nesis.
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To the second [objection], it i s t o be sai d th a t t his does not
happen through th e corruption of th e ange l o r a ne w creation, but
beca use its powe r dominates the place .
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With r espec t t o what was obj ec t ed t o th e cont rary, it is t o be
sa id th a t an angel i s not in a pl ace by measurement (commens urationem), but ra the r by the applicati on of its powe r t o th e plac e,
which [app li ca ti on] can be to a divisible or an indivisible place
i ndif fe r ently. Henc e [the angel ] can be moved continuously, like
some thing exi st ing in a di vis ibl e place, continuously cutting off
the space. But in so far as it i s in an indivisible place , its motion
3. Here and throughout this paragr aph, 'contain' ha s its etymological sense of "hold t oge the r".
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cannot be continuous or traverse all the middle [regions].
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Quodlibet One, Question 10

Then with respect to the good of glory two things were asked about
glorio us bodies. First, whether a glorious body can naturally exist
with another, non-glorious body in the same place. Second. whether
this can happen by a miracle.
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Article 21 :

Whether a glorious body can exist

wit~another body in the same place.

We proceed to the first point &s follows: (1) It seems that a
glorious body can naturally exist with another body in the same
place. For if it is prevented from existing with another body in
the same place. (that) is either because of [its] thickness (gros sitiem) or fleshiness or else because of [its] dimensions. But (it
is1 not because of (its) thi ckness or fleshiness, because a glorious body is spiritua l according to the Apostle, I Corinthians xv.
Likewise, [it is) not because of (its) dimensions. For, since
things that touch are those the extremities of which are together,
it is necessary [when bodies touch) that a point of one natural
body be together with a point of another, and a line with a line
and a surface with a surface and, by the same reasoning therefore,
a body with a body. Therefore, a glorious body is not prevented
from naturally existing together with another body in the same
place.
(2) Moreover, the Commentator says in Book VIII of the
Physics, t ext 82 of the commentary, that the parts of air and water
enter into (subintrant) one another in part, because of the fact
that in part they are of a spiritual nature. But glorious bodies
will be altogether spiritual , as has been said a lr eady. Therefore,
they will be able to enter into another body entirely, and likewise
to be with them [in the same place).
But on the contrary : Glorification does not take away nature.
But 1n its present sta t e the human body canno t naturally exist
together with another body in the same place. Therefore, neither
will the glorified (body be able to do this) later on.
I reply: It is to be said that clearly 1n its present state
the human body cannot exist with another body in the same place. If
therefore the g l orious body is natural l y able to exist with another
body in the same place because of some property (proprietatem)
imparted [to it], that property takes away that because of which
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the human body in its present state is prevented from existing with
another body in the same place. Therefore, we must consider what it
is that prevents this.
Now some people say that this (preventing factorl is thickness
or a certain fleshiness that is taken away by a gift of glory that
they call "subtlety". But this is not intelligible. For what this
kind of fleshiness or thickness is is not to be found. For it is
not some quality, because there can be no quality such that, when
it is removed, a body can exist with another body in the same
place. Likewise, it cannot be a form or matter, which are the parts
of the essence . For then the whole essence of the human body would
not remain with glory, which is heretical.
And therefore it is to be said that this preventing [factor 1
is nothing other than the dimensions under which the corporeal
matter stands. For it is necessary that, in whatever genus, that
which exists by itself is a cause. Now distinction according to
site {situm} primarily and by itself pertains to dimensive quantity, which is defined to be quantity having position. Hence also the
parts in a subject have a distinction according to site from the
fact that they are subject to a dimension. And just as the distinction of diverse par,ts of one body is according to the diverse
parts of one place through dimensions, so [tool because of diverse
dimensions diverse bodies are distinguished according to diverse
places. For an actual division of corporeal matter makes two
bodies, while a potential divisibility (makes] two parts of one
body. Thus too the Philosopher says in Physics IV that, just as
water or air that enters into a wooden cube has to cease {cedat}
--from (being] water or air, so it would have to be that separated
dimensions ceased if a vacuum were posited.
Since
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therefore glory does not take away the dimensions of a
say that a glorious body cannot naturally exist with anbody in the same place because of some property imparted [to
I

To the first [objectionl, therefore, it is to be said that the
human body in its present state is prevented from existing with
another body in the same place, as was said, not because of a
fleshiness or thickness that is taken away by glory. (For the
Apostle opposes spirituality to the animality according to which
the body needs sustenance, as Augustine says, but he does not
4. The edition suggests rather "Topics,
located this reference.
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oppose it t o thickness or fleshiness.) Rat her it is impeded because
of dimensions. Now the reasoning that was rais ed in obj ec ti on to
the contrary is included by the Phi l osopher among sophistica l
reasonings i n Physics I V. For place is not a ttribut ed (debet ur ) to
a point or a line or a surface, but to a body. Hence it does not
follow, if the ends ( t ermini ) of bodies that touch one another are
together, that because of this several bodies can exist in the same
place.
To the second [objection] it is to be said th at, as the Commentator exp la ins in the same place, the "entering into" (s ubintractio) occurs through condensation, and th ey are said to have
s piritua l power ( virtutem) because of th ei r being r arif i ed ( raritatern). Now it would be erroneous t o say that gl orious bodies are
spi ritual in the sense that th ey are like ai r and the winds, as i s
c l ear from Gregory, Book XIX of the Hora lia.

Article 22: Whether a g l orious body can in any way
exis t together in th e same place with another body.
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We pr oceed to the second point as follows:
( 1 ) It seems that
a glori ous body can in no way exist together with ano th er body in
the same pl ace. For as one body is to one place, so two bodies
(are] t o two places. The r efore , commuting [the proportion (commutatim), as one body i s to two places, so two bodies (a r e) to one
place . But one body can in no way exist in two places. The r efor e,
neither (can) two bodies (exist) in one place.
(2) Moreover, if two bodi es ex i s t in one place, take the two
point s a t the two ex tr eme s of the place . It follows therefore that
between these two points there will be two straight lines through
the two bodies exis ting in the same pl ace, whi ch is impossible .
Therefore , it is impossible for two bodies t o ex ist in the same
place.
But to the cont r ary , there is the fact th a t Chri st ente r ed in
to his discip l es while the en trances where closed, as John XX a s
it. This cannot be unless his body were together in the same place
with the body of the door s . Therefore a glorious body can exi s t
with another body in the same place.
I r ep l y: I t is t o be said that for two bodies to exis t in the
same place is prevented by {their} dimensions, as was just sa id,
because corporea l matter i s di vided according to dimensions. But
dimensions a r e distinguished according to si tuati on (si tum ) . Now
God, who is the first cause of all things, ca n conserve an effect
in being without (its} proximate causes . Hence, just as he conserves the accidents without [their] subject in the case of the sacra6
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me nt of the a ltar , so he ca n conse r ve the distinction of co rpore al
matter, and of the dimensions in it, without a d iversity of si tua-

tion.
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Therefore, it can happen by a miracle t hat two bodies exist 10
the same place. Hence it is att ribut ed to the body of Chri s t by the
saints th at i t i ssued forth from t he closed womb of the Virgin, and
that it en tered by divine power (virtutem) when the entrances were
closed . And likewise, I say that the g l o ri ous body, which will be
likene d (configura tum ) t o th e body o f th e sp l end or (c laritatis) o f
Chri s t, will be able to exist with another body in th e same pla ce,
not because of some created powe r impart e d [to it], but by the help
of the divine power alone, whi ch pe rforms thi s, j us t as the body of
Peter c ur ed the si ck by its shadow. but with the help of the divine
power that did the miracles.
To th e first [obje c tion] therefore. it ie t o be said that one
sho uld use a commu t ed pr oportion as fo llows: As the first is to the
second - for in stance, two t o thr ee - eo t he third [ie] to the
fourth. Therefore, commuting [ th e proportion], as the first is to
t he third, eo too the second [i s ] t o the fou rth - that i s , t hree to
six. And the reasoning ought to proceed in accordance with th is . As
one body i s t o one place , eo two bodies [are1 t o two places.
Therefore, as one [body i s ] t o two bodies, so one place [is l to two
places.
And eo it does not follow tbat i f one body cannot exist in two
places, two bodies cannot exist in one place. For it implie s a
contra dict i on f or one body t o exist locally in two pla ces, because
it belongs t o the notion of a pl ace th a t it is the boundary wh a t is
in tbat plac e (locati). But a boundary is that out s ide of which
the r e is nothing of the thing . Hence not hing of what is in a place
can ex i st in an exterior place. If it i s pos it e d to ex i s t 1n two
pl aces, it follows that it is outside it s own place, and so it
follows that it i s in a place and no t in a place. Neither is the
ca se of the body of Christ an obj ec ti on , because [the body of
Christ] i s not in the s a crament of th e altar l og i c al ly , but rather
by conve r sion .
To the second [ objection] i t is t o be sa id that for two
5
straight mat hema tic a l lines t o e xi st between two points i s impossib l e, because no o ther reason for the distinction can be understood in th em excep t from [thei r] si tuation . But for two natura l

5. Readi ng 'inte r' for the edi ti on' s 'infra'.
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6
lines to exist between two points is impossible by nature, to be
sure, but possible by a mira c le. For there remains another reason
for the distinction in the two lines, from the diversity of the
subject bodies, whi ch are conserved by the divine power even though
the diversity of [their] situation has been removed.

Quodlibet Three, Question 1
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It was asked about God, about angels, about men and about purely
corporeal creatures. About God it was asked bo th about the divine
nature and about the assumed human nature. With respect to the
divine natur e two things were asked about the power of God: (1)
whe ther God can bring it about (face re) that matter exists without
form; (2) whether he can bring it about that the same body exists
locally in two places at once.
Article
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One: Whe the r God can bring it about
that matter exists without form.

We proceed thus to the first point. It seems that God can
bring it about that matter exists without form. For just as matter,
ac cording to its being, depends on form, so an accident [d epends]
on a subject. But God can bring it about that an accident exists
without a subject, as is clear in the sacrament of the altar.
The r efore, he can bring it about that matte r ex ists with out form.
But to the contrary: God cannot make contradictories exist
together . But for matter to exist without form implies a contradiction, insofar as the being of matter implies (importat) an act,
which is a form . Therefore, God cannot bring it about that matter
exi s ts without form .
I reply: It is to be said that the active strength (v irtus) of
any thing whateve r is to be assessed according to the mode of its
essence, insofar as anything whatever acts to the extent that it is
ac tually a being . Hence if in something there is found a form or
nature [that is) not limited or contracted, its strength will
extend itself to all the acts or effects that belong to that
nature. For instan ce , if it were understood that there existed a
heat subsisting by itself or in some subject that received [heat)
6. Reading 'inter' for the edition's 'intra'.
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according to all its power (posse), it would follow that [that
subsisting heat or that subjectJ would have the strength to produce
all the acts and effects of heat. But if some subject did not
receive heat according to all its power. but rather with some
contraction and limitation. it would not have an active strength
with respect to all the acts or effects of heat.
Now since God is subsisting being itself. it is clear that the
nature of being belongs to God infinitely. without any limitation
or contraction. Hence. his active strength extends itself infinitely to all being and to all that which can have the aspect (rationem) of being. Therefore. that alone can be excluded from the
divine power (potentia) which is inconsistent with the notion
(rationi) of being - and this not because of a defect in the divine
power, but rather because it cannot be a being, and so cannot be
brought about.
Now a non-being that simultaneously and in the same respect
exists is inconsistent with the notion of being. Hence. it cannot
be brought about by God that something exist and not exist at once.
Neither can anything that includes a contradiction [be brought
about by God]. But for matter to exist in act without form is like
that. For everything that actually exists either is itself an act
or else is a power participating an act . But actually to exist is
inconsistent with the notion of matter, which according to its
proper notion is a being in potency. It remains therefore that
[matter] cannot exist in act except to the extent that it participates an act. But the act participated by matter is nothing other
than form . Hence it is the same thing to say that matter exists in
act and (to say] that matter has a form.
Therefore, to say that matter exists in act without form is to
say that contradictories exist at once. Hence it cannot be brought
about by God.
Therefore, with respect to what was objected to the contrary.
it is to be said that an accident, according to its being, depends
on a subject as on a cause that sustains it. And because God can
produce all the acts of secondary causes without those secondary
causes. he can conserve an accident in being without a subject . But
matter. according to its actual being. depends on form to the
extent that form is the very act of (matter]. Hence the case is not
similar .

Article Two: Whether God can make the same body
exist locally in two places at once.
can

We proceed to the second point as follows. It seems that God
make one body exist locally in two places at once. For it is
9
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more difficult that this substance be changed into that substance
than that this accident be changed into that accident. But in the
case of the sacrament of the altar, from the fact that the
substance of the bread, while its dimensions remain according to
which it is commensurate with a place, is converted by the power of
God into the substance of the body of Christ, it follows that the
same body of Christ is not locally in two places at once according
to the measurement (commensurationem) of its own dimensions, but
rather sacramentally. Therefore, he can bring it about that the
dimension of this body is converted into the dimension of another
body. And thus the same body will exist locally in two places at
once.
But to the contrary: Every two places are distinguished from
one another in accordance with some contrariety of place. These are
up and down, before and behind, right and left. But God cannot
bring it about that two contraries exist at once . For this implies
a contradiction. Therefore, God cannot bring it about that the same
body exist locally in two pl~ces at once.
I reply: It is to be said that for some body to exist locally
1n some place is nothing else than for the body to be circumscribed
and comprehended by the place according to the measurement of its
own dimensions. Now what is comprehended by some place exists in
that place in such a way that nothing of it exists outside that
place. Hence to posit that it exists locally in this place and yet
exists in another place is to posit that contradictories exist at
once. Hence, in accordance with the premises, this cannot be
brought about by God.
Therefore, with respect to what was objected to the contrary
it is to be said that it is more difficult for this accident to be
changed into that accident than for this substance to be changed
into that substance, both because the two substances come together
in the material subject that is an essential part of either
substance, and [also] because a substance has individuation through
itself while an accident is not individuable through itself but
through [its] subject. Hence it cannot agree with [the notion of an
accident] that this accident be converted into that accident .
Nevertheless, given that this dimension were converted into that
dimension, it does not follow that the same body would exist in two
places at once, but only in one. For just as after the substance of
the bread is converted into the substance of the body of Christ,
there are then not two substances there but only one, so too if
this dimension of this body is converted into that dimension of
another body, there will not then be two dimensions but only one .
And so it would not be measured by diverse places, but only by one.
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Quodlibet Four, Question 3

395

Next we must consider those things to which the divine power can
extend itself. And with respect to this, two things are asked .
First, whether God can reduce something to nothing . Second, if
something were reduced to nothing, whether God can restore it the
same in number.
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Article 4: Whether God can reduce something to nothing.
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We proceed to the first point as follows . It seems that God is
able to reduce something to nothing. For there is an equal distance
between non-being and being and between being and non-being. But
God can make something from nothing . Therefore, God can make
nothing from something.
But on the contrary: God cannot be a defective cause. But a
cause that makes [something] tend to non-being is a defective
cause. Therefore, God cannot reduce something to nothing.
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I reply : I t is to be said that we can speak of the power of
God in two ways : in one way absolutely, by considering his power;
Ln another way, considering it in relation (in ordine) to his
wisdom or foreknowledge. Therefore, speaking absolutely about the
power of God, in that way God can reduce the whole of creation to
nothing. The reason for this is because a creature is not only
produced in being by the action of God, but is also conserved Ln
being through the action of God, according to what [was said] t o
t he Hebrews 1: 3, "Carrying all things by the word of his power".
Hence Augustine says in Book IV of his literal commentary on Genesis that "the power of God, if at some time it ceased from ruling
the things that were created, their species would also cease at the
same time and every nature would perish".
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Now just as God acts by his own will for the production of
things, and not by a necessity of nature. so too for their conser vat ion. And therefore he can withdraw his action from the conserving of things. and by that fact all things would fall away .
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But if we are speaking of the power of God in relation to his
wisdom and foreknowledge . in that way it cannot happen that a thing
is reduced to nothing, because the divine wisdom does not conta i n
this . For "God created, so that all things might be" . as is said in
Wisdom 1: 14, not so that they pass away into nothing.
The first [objection] therefore we concede, to the extent that
it deals with absolute power.
II
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With respect to the second {preliminary argument], it is to be
said that something can be the cause of some defect in two ways: in
one way, from its proper intention, as when something that takes
light away causes shadows. And in this way that which causes a
defect does not have to be a defective cause. Now in this way God
can be the cause of some defect or blinding or hardening, or even
of annihilation, if he wanted. In another way something can be a
cause of a defect beyond {its] intention. And in this way the cause
of a defect is always defective, because from the defect of the
agent it happens that it does not induce perfection in its effect.
And in this way God can in no way be the cause of a defect or of a
tending to non-being.

Article 5: Whether God can restore numerically
the same thing that was reduced to nothing.
With respect to the second point, we proceed as follows; (1)
It seems that God cannot restore numerically the same thing that
wa, reduced to nothing . For the Philosopher says in De generatione
II
that things the substance of which is corrupted are not re
peated the same in number. But the substance of things that are
reduced to nothing is corrupted. Therefore. they cannot be repeated
the same in number.

(2) But to t~e contrary. there is what Augustine says in On
the City of God IV: "If human flesh had perished in all respects,
and nothing of its matter remained in any hiding-place, could not
the Omnipotent restore it if he wished?" But when no matter remains
of the thing corrupted, that which is corrupted is reduced to
nothing. Therefore, God can restore the same in number that which
was reduced to nothing.
(3) Moreover, difference is the cause of number, as Damascene
says . But nothing does not make any difference, for there are no
species and differences of non-being. according to the Philosopher.

7. Text. com. 70 .
8. XXII, Ch. 20.
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Therefore, what i s re stor e d by God can be one and
number , even though it had been reduced to nothing.

the

same

in

I reply: It is t o be said that among things that ca n be
reduce d t o nothin g, a certain difference must be observed. For
there are some things the unit y of wh ich ha s a continuity of duration in its [very} notion, as is clear in th e case of motion and
time. And therefore the interruption of s uch thing s is indir ec tly
contrary t o their unity a ccording t o number . Now things th a t imply
a con tradi ction are not con t ai ne d among the number of things possible to God, beca use they are lac king in the notion of bei ng . And
therefo re , if [things] of this sor t are r e duced t o nothing, God
cannot restore th em the same in numbe r. For this would be for
con tradic t ories to be tr ue t oge ther , namely if an int e rrupted
motion were one thing .
But there are other things the unity of which does not have in
it s no tion a con tinuit y of duration, like the unity of perma nent
things, unless [it i s] by accident in sofar as the subj ect of th e ir
being is motion. For then both are such th i ngs measured by time,
and their bei ng is one and continu ous a cco rding t o the unity and
continuity of time. And because an acting nature canno t produce
these th i ngs with out motion, he nce it i s that a nat ur al agen t
cannot re store th em the same in numbe r, i f they had been r educe d t o
noth i ng or if they ha d be en co rrupt ed according to s ubstance. But
God can restore such things, and without motion, si nce it is in his
power th a t he produce effects with out int erme diary causes. And
therefore he can r estore them the same in number , even though the y
ha d lapsed into nothing.
Hence the r eply to the fi rst and second [objections] i s clear.
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To the third [objection], it is to be sai d that nothing is not
a difference of any being, if by th e fact that something is r e duc ed
to nothing the con tinuation of it s being is interrupted, which
pertains to the unity of a motion and of the things that follow on
motion.

Quodlibet Eight, Question!

500

Our question turns on three points : First, the things that per tain
t o nat ur e; second, t he t hi ngs that pertain to blame and grac e ;
third, the things t hat pertain t o punishment or glory. On the first
point it wa s asked: First, abou t the things that pertain t o c r e at e d
nature; second , about the things that pertain to un cre ated nature.
About uncreated nature two things were asked: First, whether the
number SLX , according t o which all creatures are sa id t o be per13

,

505

fected,

is

the

creator or a creature;

second,

about the

ideal

reasons that are in the divine mind, whether they are related more
to [their] examples - that is, to creatures - by reason of their
singularity or by reason of [their) specific nature .
Article 1: Whether the aforesaid [number]
six is the creator.
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We proceed to the first point as follows: (1) It seems that
the aforesaid [number) six is the creator . For when every creature
is taken away, perfection does not remain except in the creator .
But
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when

every

creat ure made in the works of

the

six

~ays

is

removed, there remains the perfection in the number six.
HeurB
Augustine says in Book IV of his literal commentary on Genesis,
"And 80. if these did not exist," namely, the works of the six
days, " it would be perfect," namely, [the number] six ; "now unless
(the number six] were perfect, these [works of the six days] would
not be made perfect in accordance with it." Therefore, the number
six is the creator.
(2) But it was said that Augustine is speaking about six with
respect to the idea of six that is in the divine mind . To the
contrary: Just as, when all creatures are taken away, there remains
the perfection in the idea of the number six, so there remains the
idea of a stone in the divine mind . Therefore, the number six would
not have any preeminence over a stone in this respect. But this
seems to be contrary to Augustine ' s intention.
(3) Moreover, that which is more permanent than every creature
is not created, but rather the creator. Now the number six is more
permanent than heaven and earth, which nevertheless seem to be the
most permanent creatures. Hence'IIAugustine says in Book IV of his
literal commentary on Genesis.
"It is easier to cross over
heaven and earth, which are made according to the number six, than
to be able to bring it about that the number six is not the sum
(compleatur) of its [aliquot] parts. Therefore, [the number] six is
not a creature but rather the creator.
9. The point of these arguments rests on the fact that the number
six is a "perfect" number, that is, a number equal to the sum of
its aliquot parts. Thus , 6 ~ 1+2+3.
10. PL 34, 301.

11. Ibid.
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on the contrary:

The perfection of a creature

does

not

consist of parts. Neither is there anYf~ing in it that has parts.
But. as Augustine says in the same book,
"We find that the number
six is perfect by reason of the fact that it is the sum of its

[aliquot] parts," Therefore, the number six is not the creator, but
rather a creature.
545

I reply: It is to be said that, according to Avicenna in his
Metaphysics , there are three ways of considering any nature . First,
insofar as it is considered according to the being it has in singulars.
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For

instance.

the being of "stone" in this stone and

that

stone. But there is another way of considering a nature, according
to its intelligible being . For instance, the nature of a stone is
considered insofar as it is in the intellect. The third way of
considering a nature, however, is absolute, insofar as it abstracts
from either being . According to this way of considering it, the
nature of a stone, or of anything else, is considered with respect
to only those things that belong to such a nature by itself .
Now of these three ways of considering [a nature], two always
maintain uniformly the same order {with respect to one another].
For the absolute consideration of some nature is prior to its
consideration according to the being it has in singulars. But the
third way of considering the nature, which is according to the
being it has in the intellect, does not always stand in the same
order with respect to the other ways of considering (the nature].
For the consideration of a nature according to the being it has in
the intellect that takes it from things is subsequent to the other
ways of considering it. It is by this kind of order that the
knowable precedes the knowledge (of it), and the sensible the
sensation [of it), snd so too the mover (precedes] the moved and
the cause the caused. But the consideration of a nature according
to the being it has in the intellect that causes the thing precedes
the other two ways of considering it. For when the intellect of the
artisan contrives some form of an artificial object, the nature or
form of the artificial object, considered in itself, is posterior
to the intellect of the artisan . And consequently the sensible box
[made by the artisan). which has such a form or such a species,
[is] also (posterior to the intellect of the artisan].
Now just as the intellect of the artisan is to the artificial
object, so too the divine intellect is to all creatures. Hence the
first way of considering any nature whatever is according as it LS
in the divine intellect . But the second way of considering any
nature is absolutely. The third [way of considering it is] ac12. PL 34, 296.
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cording as it has being in the things themselves, or in the angelic
mind. The fourth [is] according to the being it has in our intel lect. And therefore Dionysius says in On the Divine Names, Ch. 12,
while he is assigning this order, that~he-first among all things
is God, the "substantificator" of things. But afterwards [come] the
gifts of God, which are shown to creatures, considered both universally and particularly, like Beauty by itself, [and] Life by itself, that is, the very nature of life, which he says is a gift
coming from God. Then [come) the participants in [those gifts],
considered universally and particularly . These are the things in
which the nature has being.
In [all] these cases, therefore, that which is pr10r 1S always
the reason for the posterior. When the posterior is taken away, the
prior remains, but not the other way around. Hence it is that that
which belongs to a nature according to its absolute consideration
is the reason why it belongs to some nature according to the being
it has in singulars, and not conversely. For Socrates is rational
because man is rational, and not the other way around. Hence, given
that Socrates and Plato did not exist, still rationality would
belong to human nature . Likewise too, the divine intellect is the
reason for the nature considered absolutely and in singulars. And
the nature absolutely considered and in singulars is the reason for
the human understanding [of it], and in a certain way the measure
of it.
Therefore,

Augustine's remarks about six can be understood in

605

two ways. In one way, so that by the number six there is understood
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the nature of six absolutely, to which perfection belong primarily
and by itself . This [nature] is the reason for the perfection of
the things that participate in six. Hence when all the things that
are perfected by six are taken away, perfection still belongs to
the nature six. And in this way 'six' names a created nature.
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In another way six can be understood according to the being it
has in the divine intellect. In this way its perfection is the
reason for the perfection found in creatures established in accordance with [the number] six. If these also were taken away, perfection would remain in the aforesaid [number] six.
Now in this way six will not be a creature, but rather the
reason of the creature in the creator, which is the idea of six,
and is in reality the same thing as the divine essence, differing
only by reason.
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To the first [objection] therefore it is to be said that when
all the creatures that were made during the six days are taken
away, it is not said that perfection remains in the number six as
though the number six had some being in the nature of things even
though no creature existed. Rather [it is] because when every
created being is taken away, the absolute consideration of the
nature "six" rema1ns, insofar as it abstracts from every kind of
16

r

being. And it is in this way that perfection is attributed to it,
just
as if all individual men were taken away. still rationality
would remain attributable to human nature.
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To the second [objection) it is to be said that just 88 among
created things there are some more common and some more contracted.
so too the reasons of the more common things in God extend to more
things, but (the reasons of] the less common things [extend] to
fewer. Now because unity snd multitude are common to all created
things. therefore also the ideal reason of number extends to all
creatures. Hence Boethius says at the beginning of his Arithmetica.
"All
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things

whatever

that are constituted

from

the

primord i al

nature of things seem to be formed by the species of nwnbers," For
this was the principal thing in the mind of the [their] constitutor , Now the exemplar or idea of a stone does not extend to all
creatures. And therefore, if "six" is taken for the idea of six in
this sense, still six will be more eminent than a stone, that is
than the idea of a stone, namely, insofar as it extends to more
things .
Again, perfection belongs to six according to the nature
six, but [it does] not [belong in this way] to a stone.

of

To the third [objection] it is to be said that it is not
Augustine's intention to say that even if other creatures cross
heaven and earth, "six" would remain according to some created
being, but rather that [even] if all creatures lacked being, still
the nature of six, which belongs to its perfection, would remain,
insofar as it abstracts from every being of this kind, just as also
human nature will remain such that rationality will belong to it.
But as for what was objected to the contrary, it is to be said
that although in God there cannot be anything having parts, nevertheless the reason of a thing that has parts can be in him. And so
there is in him the reason of (the number) six constituted from
[its] parts, and {also] the reason of its parts.
Therefore, what is restored by God can be one and
number, even though it had been reduced to nothing.

the

same

'"

I reply: It is to be said that among things that can be
reduced to nothing, a certain difference must be observed. For
there are some things the unity of which has a continuity of duration in its [very] notion, as is clear in the case of motion snd
time. And therefore the interruption of such things is indirectly
contrary to their unity according to number . Now things that imply
a contradiction are not contained among the number of things possible to God, because they are lacking in the notion of being. And
therefore, if [things} of this sort are reduced to nothing, God
cannot restore them the same in number . For this would be for
contradictories to be true together, namely if an interrupted
motion were one thing.
17
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But there are other things the unity of which does not have in
its notion a continuity of duration, like the unity of permanent
things, unless [it isl by accident insofar as the subject of their
being is motion. For then both are such things measured by time,
and their being is one and continuous according to the unity and
continuity of time. And because an acting nature cannot produce
these things without motion, hence it is that a natural agent
cannot restore them the same in number, if they had been reduced to
nothing or if they had been corrupted according to substance. But
God can restore such things, and without motion, since it is in his
power that he produce effects without intermediary causes. And
therefore he can restore them the same in number, even though they
had lapsed into nothing.
Hence the reply to the first and second (objectionsl is clear.
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To the third [objectionl, it is to be said that nothing is not
a difference of any being, if by the fact that something is reduced
to nothing the continuation of its being is interrupted, which
pertains to the unity of a motion and of the things that follow on
motion.

Quodlibet Nine, Question 1

695

It was asked first about Christ the head, then about the members.
About Christ three things were asked: first, with respect to the
divine nature; second, with respect to the union of the human
nature with the divine; third, with respect to the species under
which he is contained in the sacrament of the altar.
Article 1: Whether God can make infinites
actually exist.

700

705

With respect to the first point, it was asked whether God can
make infinites actually exist. And it seems not. For God can make
something greater than all that which he makes, because the work is
not equal to the power, as Hugh of Saint Victor says. But there
cannot be anything greater than an infinite in act. Therefore, it
cannot be that he should make an infinite in act .
But on the contrary: God can make more than man can say or
think, according to the [remarkl in Luke 1: 37, "For God every word
shall not be impossible." But man can say "to be an infinite in
act", and even think [it], since certain philosophers have posited
18
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it, as is clear i n Physics 111. 13 Therefore.
ni te in act.

God can make an infi-

I r ep ly: It i s to be said that when it is said tha t God cannot
make some thing, thi s is not bec ause of a defect of the divine power
but rather because of an incompossibility that is involved in what
is made . Now this can happen in two ways . [It can happen ] i n one
way, because i t is inconsis t e nt with what is made in sofar as it is
made. For instance, we say that Go d cannot make some c re a ture t ha t
conserves it se l f in being. be cause from the fact that some thing i s
posited t o have a superior , i t is al~o posited t o ne e d a conse rvator, s inc e th e cause of a things ' s
being is the same as what
conse rves the th i ng in being .
[The incompossibility men tioned above can also hap pen] in
another way , because it is in consisten t with this thing made insofar a s it is this thing made. For instance, ~we say that God
cannot make a horse be rati onal . For to be rational, although it is
not inconsistent with what i s made insofar as it is a made, neve rthe l ess this thing made - name l y , be in g rational - is in cons i s tent
with every horse in so far as it is a horse , in the definition of
which 'irrational ' occur s.
Now some people say that God canno t make an infinite exis t in
act , becaus e for an infinite to exist i s in consisten t with what 1S
made in sofa r as it i s made . For it is against the Ivery] no tion of
a creat ure that it s hould eq ual the c r eator, which one would have
t o posit if th ere were some infinite creature. For th e infinite is
not greate r than th e in fin ite .
But that does not seem a reasonable thing to s ay. For nothing
prevents that which i s infinite in one way from being surpassed by
tha t which is in fi nite in several ways . For instance, if there
existe d some body infinite according t o l e ngth but fi n i t e 1n
br ead th. it would be l ess than a b'ody infinite in l eng th and
breadth . Now, given that God made some body act ua ll y infinit e, t hat
body t o be s ure would be infinite in dimensive quantit y, but it
would of ne cessity have the bounded natur e of a s pecies and would
be limited by the very fa ct that it would be a natural thing. Hen ce
it would not be e qu a l to God , whose be in g and essence are infinite
in a ll ways.

13. Text. com. 37.
14 . Reading 'rei' for the edit ion's 'rem '.
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But other people said that to be in Borne way infinite in act
is not inconsistent with what is made insofar as it is made. or
with this thing made insofar a8 it is this thing made, which is a
being in act. But in some way it is inconsistent with being in act
to be infinite. And this is the opinion of Algazel. For he distinguishes two kinds of infinite, namely, the infinite in itself (£!E
se) snd the infinite by accident . This distinction can be under;tood as follows. Since the infiy~te is principally found in quantity, as is said
infinite consists
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in Physics I,
if the quantity in which the
has such a multitude [that] each part of it

depends on another snd has a fixed [position in the] order, so that
each part of that multitude ia required in itself, then the infinite in such a quantity is said to be infinite in itself. For
instance, this is clear in the case where a stick is moved by a
hand, the hand by the muscles and nerves, which are moved by the
soul. If this went on to infinity, so that namely the soul is moved
by another and so on to infinity, or else the stick moved something
else and so on to infinity, the multitude of these movers snd
things moved will be an infinite in itself.
But if the quantity in which the infinite consists results
from several things that have the same [position in the] order, and
[any given) number of them is not required except by accident, then
there will be an infinite by accident. For instance, if some smithy
makes a knife, for the construction of which he needs many hammers
because of the fact that one is broken after another, and one
[hammer] takes the place of the other in succession and holds the
[place in the] order that the other one did - if such a multitude
[of hammers] should grow to infinity, it would be called an infinite by accident and not in itself. For the infinite multitude of
hammers is accidental to the smithy's work, since it could equally
have been fulfilled by one hammer as by infinitely many, if [the
one] had held out.
They say therefore that an infinite in itself ia inconsistent
with what it is to exist in act, insofar as in the case of things
that in themselves have an order the last one must be fulfilled,
except 16hrough a comparison in some way with all the pr10r
things .
And so for the construction of one thing an ordered
influx of infinite things will be required, if there is something
15. Text. com. 15.

16 . The sense of this clause is unclear.
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infinite in itself. And so it could never be completed,
cannot traverse infinites.

since one

But an infinite by accident, according to them, is not inconsistent with what it is to exist in act, since one part of the
multitude does not depend on the other. Hence, in accordance with
this, nothing prevents there exist ing an infinite in act. For
instance, Algazel says in his Metaphysics that the r ational souls
of dead men are infinite in act, insofar as he maintains that the
generation of men has existed from eternity and that souls remain
after the death of the bodies. According to this opinion, God could
make infinites, or an infinite in act, even if an infinite in act
is not found in nature.
l7
But to the contrary, the Commentator says on Metaphysics v
that neither an infinite in itself nor an infinite by accident can
exist in act. An infinite by accident, however, is found in potency, but not an infinite in itself. And so, accordin g to him, to be
infinite is altogether inconsistent with what it is to exist in
act.
And this [view} seems to be the truer. For there cannot actually exist in reality something unspecified, related indifferently
to the diverse species. For although the intellect conceives animal
not specified by a rational or irrational difference, nevertheless
there cannot actually exist an animal that it not rational or
irrational. Thus according to the Philosopher, there is nothing in
a genus that is not in some species of [the genusl . Now every
quantity is specifiedlky a certain boundary of the quantity - for
instance, the species
of multitude are two and three and so on,
and the species of magnitude are two cubits and three cubits and so
on - or by some determinate measure. Hence it is impossible so to
find some quantity in act that it is not limited by its own boundaries. Now since the infinite belongs t o quantity, and it is ca lled
infinite by the taking away of the boundary, it will be impossib l e
for there to exist an infiy~te in act . Because of this the Philosopher says in Physics III
that the infinite is like matter not
yet specified but existing under a privation, and that it belongs
more to the notion of a part and a content than to {the notion1 of
a whole and a container.

17. Text. com. 6 .
18. Reading 'species' for the edition's 'specie'.
19. Text. com. 57 .
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Therefore, just as God cannot make a horse rational,
cannot make an infinite being actually exist .
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Hence we grant the first [objection], because it concludes
[something] true, although it does not conclude it correctly,
insofar as if God is assumed to make something [that is] infinite
in one way, still he can make something infinite in another order .
For instance, if he were able to make infinite lions. For there is
nothing greater than the infinite in the order in which it is
infinite. But in another order nothing prevents there being something else greater than the infinite. For instance, the even numbers are infinite, and yet the even numbers and the odd ones taken
together are more than the even numbers.
With respect to what was objected to the contrary, it is to be
said that not only what is uttered is called the word of the
understanding, but [alsol what is conceived by the mind. Now what
is inconsistent with itself cannot be conceived by the mind, because no one can understand contradictories to be true together, as
is proved in Metaphysics IV. Hence, since being infinite is inconsistent with what it is to exist actually, this (phrase 'infinite
in act', as in the 2ejection] is not a " word" . Hence an infinite in
act does not exist.
And therefore it does not follow that it is
possible for God. But the philosophers who maintained that an
infinite exists in act did not know what they were saying (propriam
vocem ignoraverunt).

Quodlibet Twelve, Question 2

Then it was asked about the power of God. First, whether God can
make contradictories exist together. Second, whether he can make
infinites in act.

20 . The sentence seems out of place. I suspect a corruption
of the text here. The Latin of this sentence and the end of the
preceding sentence reads "hoc non est verbum, unde non est infinitum in actu". If the words 'unde non est ' are dele ted, the words
'infinitum in actu' would supply the phrase 1 have inserted in
square brackets in the preceding sentence.
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Article 1: Whether God can make contradictories b true
21
together and infinites exist in act together.
To the first point therefore, it is to be said that no [he
cannot make contradictories be true together]. And this does not
involve an imperfection in the power of God. Rather [it is] because
it does not have the aspect (rationem) of the possible. For every
active power produces an effect like itself. Now everything that
acts acts insofar as it is a being in act. Therefore, the effect of
an agent is a being in act. Therefore, whatever is inconsistent
with what it is to exist in act is inconsistent with an active
power . Which would be the case if contradictories existed together.
To the second point, it is to be said that for there actually
to exist something infinite could be [regarded as] suspect at first
glance because it would be impossible. For it would follow that it
would be equal to God. But this does not follow. For that which is
infinite in one way is not equal to that which is infinite in all
ways. For granted that there existed a fire infinite in magnitude,
it will not be equal to God, because although it is a fire infinite
in quantity, nevertheless it is something finite in speC1es . Now
God is i'nfinite in all ways.
Therefore, when it is asked whether it is possible for God to
make something infinite in act, it is to be said that [it is] not.
For there are two ways in which, through the understanding, something is inconsistent with an active power: in one way, because it
is inconsistent with its power; in the other way, because it is
inconsistent with the manner in which it acts. In the first way it
is not inconsistent with the absolute power of God, because it does
not imply a contradiction. But if the manner in which God acts were
considered, it is not possible. For God acts through his intellect
and through the Word, which is formative of all things. Hence, all
the things he brings about (agit) must be formed. Now the infinite
is taken like matter without form. For the infinite pertains to the
side of matter. If therefore God brought this about, it would
follow that the work of God would be unformed. And that 1S inconsistent with that through which he acts and the manner of [his]
acting. For he brings all things about through his Word, by which
all things are formed.

21. This question does not conform to the
translation is complete .
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